
WITH SPRING FESTIVITIES AND SUMMER 
WEDDINGS AROUND THE CORNER, it’s time to 
up your jewellery game. Playful and often intricate, two-
finger rings or double-finger rings have been around for 
a few years now. This jewellery style first became popular 
five years ago, recalls Nadine McCarthy Kahane, founder 
and CEO of NYC-based Stone and Strand. “They allow for 
a bold design and we love them with a minimalist vibe sans 
embellishment that shows off its unique detailing,” says 
Kahane. 

Double-finger rings — connected with metal, and 
occasionally with pearls or chains — are best worn on the 
middle and fourth finger for comfort. “We have seen this 
concept evolve into a trend in the jewellery industry,” says 
Hong-Kong based jeweller Narcisa Pheres, founder and 
creative director of Pheres. Inspired by the traditional 
Indian kundan two-finger ring, Pheres came up with her 
own modern interpretations. Her double-finger rings, open 
and closed versions, have often been spotted on Hollywood 
celebrities, such as Halle Berry and Mary J. Blige. 

If you gravitate towards making a statement or just love to 
dress up your fingers, there are some inspiring designs that 
are as fabulous as they are ready to wear. We’ve round up 
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some of the stunning double-finger rings that have caught 
our eye. 

LA-based designer Katherine Kim celebrates love with her 
Eternal Collection for her brand KatKim. The Eternal pink 
ombré double ring in rose gold is adorned with rubies, pink 
sapphires, and white sapphires. Italian jeweller Moraglione 
pays tribute to nature with its Madame Butterfly double ring 
in rose gold set with diamonds and amethysts. 

A bow forms the key motif for the rings by Damiani 
and Colette, while Piaget literally plucks roses from a 
Mediterranean Garden for its beautiful and extravagant 
floral interpretation. Stefere adds some welcoming colour 
to its double-finger ring; while Messika, Stephen Webster, 
Boucheron, and Kavant & Sharart craft alluring pieces 
sprinkled with diamonds. Pearls, both round and faceted, 
and opals add an element of interest to the precious pieces 
designed by Yoko London, Melanie Georgacopoulos, and 
Ara Vartanian — and a delicate bar of baguette-cut diamonds 
keeps things interesting in Suzanne Kalan’s rings. 

Bows, knots, blossoms, geometry, animals and birds add 
a stylish edge to double finger rings. It's no wonder these 
playful rings remain a knockout accessory.  
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Trio Joy ring, MESSIKA

Thorn convertible ring set in 18k rose gold with white diamonds, STEPHEN WEBSTER

Lierre de Paris double ring, BOUCHERON
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1. Bow two-finger ring in 18K black gold with black and white diamonds, COLETTE   2. Diamond double-finger Bar ring, SUZANNE KALAN  3. Gold and diamond double-finger ring, NARCISA PHERES   
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Playful double-finger rings 
remain a knockout accessory


